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EASY, ANIMAL-THEMED PUZZLES FOR KIDS! How much bamboo does a panda eat? Which
animals giggle when they're tickled? What mammal's tongue weighs as much as an elephant?
Why do zebras have stripes? AnimaCrostics are back, with 50 all-new puzzles in Volume 2,
Baffling Beasts! This time, you'll learn fun facts about things like dog dreams, whale songs, and
hippo poop. Yes, hippo poop. But only if you're clever enough to conquer all the clues. So put on
your thinking cap and get ready to discover cool stuff about some of the most baffling beasts in
the animal kingdom!

Excerpts from Ebook Library reviews:"Loved it." - GAbound"These puzzles are educational, but
so much fun your kids won't notice that they're learning. The step-by-step instructions are really
helpful, and there are lots of funny clues and quotes." - Deborah"LOVE this puzzle book...it's fun,
entertaining and very informative!" - Lynda A NovakAbout the AuthorCynthia (Cyn) Morris has
worked as a writer and editor since 1981. She is the author/co-author of 23 books, and has also
written thousands of news and feature articles. Cyn has been solving acrostics since she was a
kid, and constructing them since 2005. In addition to AnimaCrostics, she is the author of
American Acrostics and CynAcrostics puzzles. More information about all three series can be
found at acrosticsbycyn.com.
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Charley, “Great for kids!. I have finished many of Cynthia Morris’s puzzle books & love them. So I
bought this one without reading the description. I wish the cover photo included the words “For
Kids.”  These are extremely easy & not a challenge for an adult.”

Lynda A Novak, “Five Stars. LOVE this puzzle book...it's fun, entertaining and very informative!
Thank you, Cynthia Morris!”

GAbound, “Five Stars. Loved it.”

Kenneth Myron Bonnell, “you will amaze everyone with your answer. If you;re ever asked how
many hairs are in a sea otter's fur, you will amaze everyone with your answer. When asked how
you knew that, tell 'em there's a lot more you've learning by solving AnimaCrostics,
Vol.2.Baffling Beasts by Cynthia Morris. .How many word puzzles could teach you such things?
Every puzzle I solve brings a new delightful surprise making me look forward to the next one. Oh
yes, the answer to the sea otter fur? You gotta solve the puzzle!”

Joan I. Andon, “A Whole New Generation of Acrostics Fans. Cyn Morris continues to surprise
with her second volume of AnimaCrostics. There is so much we don't know about the lives of
animals until Cyn's quotations tell us. I plan to give this volume to adult friends I am hoping to
"hook" on solving Acrostics.”

Deborah, Eugene, Oregon, “Kids won’t even notice they’re learning…. These puzzles are
educational, but so much fun your kids won’t notice that they’re learning. The step-by-step
instructions are really helpful, and there are lots of funny clues and quotes.”

ZM, “Five Stars. Your kids will love these acrostics!”

Diane williams, “Good quailty. Bought as Xmas stocking filler”

The book by Will Shortz has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 16 people have provided feedback.
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